Chileno Bay is an enchanted, private playground along the ‘Golden Corridor’ in Los Cabos. Its 1,200 acres includes two miles of coastline, as well as one of the best swimming beaches in the region. Stretching inland, the property traverses a hauntingly beautiful desert landscape ideal for adventuring, exploring, and escaping the cares of the world at large.

Outdoor Pursuits is your key to unlocking the magic of Chileno Bay.
In many ways, Los Cabos is the end of the road. It is where the North American coastline, running south from Alaska, disappears into the sea. It is a land between two worlds — one modern, exciting and luxurious, the other timeless, romantic and begging to be explored.
THE WATERS OF LIFE

The Sea of Cortez meets the Pacific Ocean just offshore of Chileno Bay. These waters are among the most important fisheries in the world and are truly the life’s blood of Los Cabos.

From a recreational standpoint, they are unmatched for the possibilities they present. There are exceptional diving sites with crystal-clear waters and abundant fish. Quiet coves are ideal for SUP or kayak paddling. There are numerous outstanding surf breaks for those of all abilities, from beginners to the big-wave riders in nearby Todo Santos. Sailing tours on the Club yacht will take you to secluded beaches and exotic shores. Fishing excursions allow you to hunt the world’s most coveted game fish.

All of it is within easy grasp. And the Outdoor Pursuits team will be with you every step of the way.
Unlock the magic of Chileno Bay through exploration beneath the waters.
HEAD-TO-TOE PURSUITS

Jump in your golf cart for a dawn patrol surf check at El Tule. Grab your paddleboard from Outdoor Pursuits beach and head out for a sunset paddle. Lace up your shoes for a hike on the South Coast or hop in an ATV for the famed Up-and-Over ride. Between the Beach Club and Chileno Bay’s OP outposts, this is the perfect place to get on the water, on the trails, or off-road. Whether you are an expert or a newbie, you can do it at Chileno. Just pack appropriately... or let the OP team outfit you like a pro.
LAND PURSUITS

The Outdoor Pursuits team can help you uncover all that this unique and charming land has to show you. They can direct you to challenging hiking and biking trails that will reward you with incredible vistas or hidden oases. They can organize exhilarating, adrenaline-fueled off-road adventures to leave your pulse racing and your smile stretching from ear to ear. Or, they can guide you through the charming streets and quiet lanes of Cabo San Lucas and San José del Cabo to discover one-of-a-kind shops, expert craftsmen, and favorite local restaurants and cantinas.

Whatever your interests, the Outdoor Pursuits team at Chileno Bay can help you discover the limitless possibilities in this land between the seas.
LOCAL PURSUITS

The towns and villages outside of Chileno Bay are brimming with vibrant culture. The Outdoor Pursuits team can provide enriching experiences and adventures — from day trips to Todos Santos with a rich tradition of artists and craftsmen, to traditional festivals and celebrations, to the best local taco shops, farm-to-table restaurants and cantinas in the quaint, historic streets of Old Town Cabo. And when the day is over, return home to Chileno Bay with stories to share over the beach bonfire.
ABOVE IT ALL

Above the shores and the Beach Club lies the Tom Fazio-designed 18-hole private championship Golf Course. The course provides dramatic vistas of both the coastline and the rugged Sierra de la Laguna mountains. Every hole offers a view of the Sea of Cortez — a stunning contrast to the vivid green paspalum and native flora that give the course its mountainous desert feel.

The course is incredibly playable but holds enticing challenges for devotees. Join in on a fun tournament or play barefoot with the kids. Or take a break from it all and kick back at one of Discovery’s signature comfort stations. With no shortage of food or beverages, you can refuel and get back on the course at your leisure.
**The Corridor**

7.5 miles from the Private Club

Chileno Bay

Playa Tule (Surfing)

El Dorado

Playa Zipper (Surfing)

Playa Palmilla (Divingshoreeling)

La Paz

Do everything or nothing

Surf

Paddleboard

Snorkel

Dive

Fish

Golf
EXPLORE WITH THE EXPERTS

The Outdoor Pursuits team is your connection to everything Chileno Bay, Los Cabos and beyond have to offer. Deeply ingrained in the local community, these experts are uniquely capable of sharing the history, culture and excitement this unique setting provides. Through their guidance, you and your family will be able to learn new skills, share new adventures, and create lasting memories in complete comfort and safety.

DISCOVERY’S TRADITION OF OUTDOOR PURSUITS

Discovery Land Company has built upon the history of each of its properties’ unique locales by creating a rich tradition all its own. Discovery prides itself on offering the best in indoor and outdoor recreation through its Outdoor Pursuits (OP) program. From outrigger canoeing and cliff jumping at Makena in Maui, to skiing Yellowstone’s private mountain in Montana, to scuba diving at Baker’s Bay in the Bahamas, and wakeboarding on Lake Coeur d’Alene at Gozzer Ranch, Discovery’s knowledgeable OP guides ensure Members and their families will have the most comprehensive, unique, and authentic adventures. Chileno Bay will be no exception.

Photos, Clockwise from Top Left: Makena, Chileno Bay, Baker’s Bay, Yellowstone Club, Gozzer Ranch
DISCOVERY LAND COMPANY

Discovery Land Company, developing Chileno Bay Golf & Beach Club, is a real estate development firm specializing in the creation of world-class golf and residential communities. Its core philosophy is to enhance the natural character and spirit of each property in order to provide its Members with a unique golf and lifestyle experience. Guided by these ideals, Discovery Land Company has become one of the country’s preeminent recreation and residential developers with successful, high-profile communities in North America, The Bahamas, and Mexico.

BAKER’S BAY
Golf and Ocean Club
Abaco Islands, Bahamas

CHILENO BAY
Golf and Beach Club
Los Cabos, Mexico

CORDERVALE GOLF CLUB
Santa Clara County, California

DUNE DECK BEACH CLUB
Westhampton Beach, New York

EL DORADO
Golf and Beach Club
Los Cabos, Mexico

THE ESTANCIA CLUB
Scottsdale, Arizona

GOZZER RANCH
Golf and Lake Club
Lake Coeur d’Alene, Idaho

THE HIDEAWAY GOLF CLUB
La Quinta, California

IRON HORSE GOLF CLUB
Whitefish, Montana

KIYI’O
Golf and Beach Club
Big Island of Hawaii

THE MADISON CLUB
La Quinta, California

MAKENA
Golf and Beach Club
Maui, Hawaii

MIRABEL GOLF CLUB
Scottsdale, Arizona

MOUNTAINTOP
Golf and Lake Club
Cashiers, North Carolina

PLAYA GRANDE CLUB
Rio San Juan, Dominican Republic

THE HILLS GOLF CLUB
Southampton, New York

SILO RIDGE FIELD CLUB
Amenia, New York

THE SUMMIT
Las Vegas, Nevada

VAQUERO GOLF CLUB
Dallas, Texas

YELLOWSTONE CLUB
Big Sky, Montana
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...This kind of fishing deserves special categorization: it turns otherwise normal men into monsters... One whom it has not yet felled is W. Matt (Bud) Parr, a former rancher, businessman and World War II OSS operative who liked Baja Sur so much that he turned his life upside down to build a hotel at El Chileno Bay and make it his permanent home. Parr has done everything but strangle fish on light tackle in the water off the cape. Once he was out with a friend in a 14-ft skiff, trolling with 12-pound-test line when a striped marlin took the bait and began tail-walking straight toward the boat. “I couldn’t turn him with that light tackle,” Parr says, “and the motor was dead. So I stood up in the boat to shoulder the fish out of the way, and he got me across the neck and the arm with that raspy bill and he laid my friend open across the chest.” Bandaged, Parr was back fishing the next day, proving once and for all that he is a light-tackle fisherman. If Bud Parr is not the manifestation of every outdoors-man’s dream, he will have to do until the real thing comes along...